Minnesota Sports Facilities Authority
Request for Proposals for Flex Stand Signage
Addendum 4 (Q&As Part 2)
May 12, 2020
Question #1: Due to COVID 19 and everyone working from home, will electronic copies suffice or will
three (3) bound hard copies be required?

Answer: Electronic Copies will suffice
Question #2: Are there other display sizes which would be accepted other than the noted 55”?
Answer: We have specified 49” televisions, as documented in Addendum #1 on our website at:
https://www.msfa.com/dfdata/files/2020%20RFP/Flex%20Stand%20Video/Flex%20Stand%202020%20Addendum%201.p
df
Question #3: The provided documentation states 70 total displays on page 5, however, per the

breakdown of concessions, there is a total of 114 displays and owner provided DMPs. Please confirm
total display & DMP count.

Answer: We have specified 114 televisions, as documented in Addendum #1 on our website at:
https://www.msfa.com/dfdata/files/2020%20RFP/Flex%20Stand%20Video/Flex%20Stand%202020%20Addendum%201.p
df
Question #4: How many existing displays will need to be removed? Of those, will all instances
need to be patched and repaired?
Answer: There are no existing displays currently, only static signage. All static signage will need
to be removed and all surfaces must be patched and repaired.
Question #5: Are patch cables provide by owner?
Answer: Patch Cables
a. HDMI: Contractor must provide all HDMI patch cables
b. CAT6A: Contractor must provide all CAT6A (US Bank Stadium will provide all
CAT6A in the headend)
c. RS232: Contractor must provide all RS232 cables
Question #6: How many displays need to be portrait vs landscape? This count will be utilized to
determine quantity of bracket types.
Answer: All displays will be installed in portrait.
Question #7: Are layouts and elevations for each area available depicting how many units high
by how many units wide?
Answer: Yes, we do have the elevations, and they are posted as addendum 5.
Question #8: Are there specific mounts to be provided? Specific brand and style?
Answer: We suggest using the Peerless brand mounts. The wall plates on these mounts can be
screwed together to make one long wall plate ensuring that all TVs are level. The two part
numbers are:

DS-MBZ647P (portrait tilt mount)
ACC-V600X (adapter to fit 46” Samsung)

